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SUMMARY STATEMENT
I have been a Chinese teacher at Faith MS Ft. Benning GA for two years. 6th and 7th graders stay with
Chinese for nine weeks and 8th graders are one semester or whole year Chinese I.
Besides the every day conversations, I wrote all my materials, rhymes and poems. All of them are daily
use terms. From repetition, they remember things I taught; and because they stay on base, they do not
have any chance to practice their Chinese skill; to minimize the problem, when students go to local
Chinese restaurants they have to speak Chinese to the servers, and let the server wrote down what they
said. I am proud to say they are doing quiet well.
“There is no such thing you can’t learn.” is the rule of my classroom. “If you speak English, you can
learn to speak Chinese.” is my opening statement for new students. We do not move on to the next
lesson until everyone learns what I have taught them. It only takes a week for them to realize they have
to learn, or everybody would have to wait for him or her.
The more I learn the better I will be, I have been waiting for training like this ever since I started to
teach Chinese. Although I constantly communicate with other Chinese teachers worldwide, nothing is
better than instant feed back.

EDUCATION
University of Mississippi Oxford MS.
Major: Teaching English as a Second Language
1987-1988, no degree
Christ's College, Taipei, Taiwan.
Major: English Literature
Degree: BA
Graduation: May, 1985
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EMPLOYMENT HISTORY
Self Employed: Restaurant business
1995-2007
Self Employed: Gas station and Convenience store
2002-2007
Chinese Teacher
Faith MS
1375 Ingersoll Street
Fort Benning, GA. 31905
2006-Present

